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Domicile Options

While Ireland remains number one in the
area of direct-writing captives, with more
than 80 such companies, a noteworthy new
competitor in the field is Luxembourg.
Historically, Luxembourg was used as a
domicile for reinsurance captives but is now
offering the direct-writing option for existing
established reinsurers.

Malta is another new kid on the block,
following its entry into the EU in May 2004.
It offers capabilities similar to those in
Ireland but in a less formal regulatory
environment. Gibraltar also continues to
gain stature as an emerging jurisdiction for
EU direct-writers.

Looking Overseas
As well as providing policies directly to
insureds within the EU, direct-writing
captives may also be able to issue certain

permitted non-admitted policies directly to
the following countries, among others:

• Australia
• Hong Kong
• New Zealand
• Singapore
• South Africa
• Thailand

Some Basics
For those unfamiliar with the captive option
for risk management, we answer a few basic
questions with an EU perspective in mind.

What Is a Direct-Writing Captive?
A direct-writing captive is a wholly owned
insurance subsidiary of a non-insurance
parent established to write admitted cover
for some or all risks of the parent in one or
all 28 European countries where the parent
may have operations. Under EU legislation, a
direct-writing captive, licensed by any
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For organizations trying to insure risks across Europe, one important option
continues to gain ground as an alternative for risk managers: direct-writing
captives. As the European captive market has matured, a broadening number
of domiciles has drawn buyers looking for ways to avoid the increasingly
unappetizing offerings of the traditional fronting insurance markets.

Several domiciles have emerged as attractive alternatives to Ireland, long the
leader in the field. Prospective captive owners now have the luxury of choice
in seeking a captive solution to an insurance problem. In the traditional
insurance marketplace, meanwhile, buyers face increased costs and security
requirements, a reduction in the number of insurers willing to offer fronting
services and more restrictive policy wordings. Whether organizations are
looking at the captive concept for the first time or are ready for a strategic
review of how their existing vehicle is being used, European Union (EU)
captives are high on the agendas of finance directors and risk managers. They
offer an efficient, cost-effective and flexible tool to ensure that fully compliant
insurance is available for coverage of European risks.
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member-state regulator, has exactly the same status, rights and
obligations as any traditional risk-bearing carrier. In effect, a
captive owner operates a pan-European insurance company.

What Is Meant by Admitted Cover?
Admitted cover is insurance that is legitimate and acceptable in
up to 28 European countries. It includes all classes of insurance,
including Property, Liability and Workers’ Compensation risks.
The captive owner can issue policies from one domicile into any
other EU state for all classes of business.

What Are the Advantages of Direct-Writing
Captives? 
• Elimination of, or alternative to, traditional fronting
• Elimination of security or collateral requirements of fronting
• Ability to design client-specific policy wordings
• Direct access to global reinsurance markets including 

terrorism pools
• Centralization of risk management/financing functions in one

European base
• Greater flexibility in premium collection and claims adjustment
• Greater efficiencies in niche areas, e.g., clinical trial certificate

issuance
• Greater efficiency in cash flow and investment opportunities

If your organization is not happy with the level of control,
flexibility or cost experienced in your current European insurance
arrangements, you should certainly consider the option of a
direct-writing captive.

How Much Does It Cost?

The minimum capital required to establish an EU direct-writer is
€2 million (€3 million for Casualty lines).

The running costs vary according to the size and scope of the
risks insured, but an average annual running expense is in the
region of €200,000 to €250,000. If your current fronting costs
from a traditional carrier (fees plus collateral) are in excess of
this, you should strongly consider the EU direct-writer option. In
cases of a modest cost savings, we note that the qualitative
advantages mentioned above usually prove, in the long term,
equally as important as the financial benefits.

How Does a Company Choose a Domicile?
Domiciles differ according to the rules in each locale. This
includes regulations for licensing captives, as well as differing tax
regimes. Willis offers expert local management in each domicile,
as well as assistance in helping you find the right captive home
for you.
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